
                                                  RFI LOG - LANEY CUP RFP
              Project: Laney Central Utility Plant Upgrade

             Location: Laney College

Number Rev.
P001 0 We have been going through the RFP documents and have not been able to find civil 

drawings with invert elevations of the existing utilities in the vicinity of the new cooling 
tower building.  Are there as built or field surveys that have been conducted that shows 
these invert elevations?  

Peterson 9/18/2020

All known invert elevations are shown on the current Criteria Documents
CDT 

responded

P002 0  1.Please advise if it is acceptable to provide the documents in the proposal in 11x17 pdf 
format such as Project Renderings, Schedules, Site Utilization and etc.

 2.Tabs 1-5 have a maximum page count iden fied. Please confirm that Tabs 6-12 do not 
have page limit restrictions.

 3.Please confirm that there is not an overall proposal page count limit for the en re 
submission

 4.Please confirm that Tab 9 has no page limit and that the statement regarding the 
insurance letter can be included in an appendix so it doesn’t count towards page count

 5.Please confirm that the Pass/Fail “weight” for Skilled Labor Force Availability and Safety 
Record Factors as noted on Page 15 of the RFP (Selection Criteria and Procedures) will be 
evaluated from our prior RFQ submission and do not need to be re-stated in this proposal 
submission. 

 6.Please provide the CAD files used for the bridging documents (sent on Friday, 09/18).

Gilbane 9/21/2020

1. Yes - plans, renderings, sketches etc. acceptable in 11 x 17 format. 2. 
Correct                                                                                                                               
3. Correct                                                                                                                        
4. Correct                                                                                                                               
5. Correct                                                                                                                           
6.  To be issued via addendum

CDT 
responded

P003 0 Proposal Form clarification
Swin 9/22/2020

In Appendix F "Proposal Form" item 5, delete "ninety" replace with "one 
hunred twenty".

CDT 
responded

P004 0
Change Last day for RFI's from 10/01 to 10/02 Swin 9/24/2020 Last day for RFI's is changed from 10/01 to 10/02.  RFI's recived after this date may not be 

aanswered prior to the Propossal due date of 10/12.
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